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6 Reasons to Choose AAL
Unparalleled
Expertise

With a distinguished maritime heritage and quarter of a
century expertise, AAL has grown into one of the breakbulk
and project heavy-lift sectors’ most awarded and respected
global carriers. We have the capability to transport our
customers’ cargo to any compass point with the utmost
efficiency, frequency and safety.
AAL is not just a leading multipurpose operator, but a sector
innovator with unparalleled maritime pedigree. We have 25
years’ experience in operating services that serve the
world’s most dynamic industries and provide trusted
solutions for their biggest and most demanding billion-dollar
projects. Whether employed on a short or long-term basis –
with the required vessels, personnel and other resources
needed - we understand the importance to all stakeholders
of time and cost efficiency and deliver every time.

Around the
World Coverage

Focusing firmly on customer service we offer a 'total'
multipurpose shipping solution, comprising THREE distinct
and complementary service models that can be combined
as required:
i. Chartering Solutions deliver tailor-made and competitive
tramp options for any cargo type on either a spot, or
long-term engagement basis.
ii. Semi-Liner Services provide fixed-route sailings and
flexible port call options on popular trades between the
Far East, Middle East, Europe and the Americas.
iii. Liner Services deliver scheduled and regular sailings
that connect main ports on key global trades.
• Asia – East Coast Australia (AUEC Service)
• Asia – West Coast Australia (AUWC Service)
• Far East – Middle East (ME Service)

Fleet Quality &
Cargo Flexibility

24/7 Account
Management

The AAL fleet comprises specialist MPP heavy lift vessels
from 19,000 to 33,000 dwt and is one of the global
multipurpose shipping sector’s largest and youngest.
We ‘carry it all’ for our customers – a huge variety of cargo
types from heavy lift project cargo, to breakbulk, steel and
dry bulk commodities and all at the same time. With cargo
flexibility core to their design, high equipment specification
and multiple stowage configurations on deck and under in
secure holds, our vessels combine significant cargo intake
(max 40,000 cbm) with solid heavy lift capability (max 700
mt). Today, AAL leads the ‘mega-size’ multipurpose vessel
segment (30,000+ dwt), offering our customers the highest
economies of scale on every sailing and for any parcel size.
The below represent some of the major cargo categories
that we carry:

PROJECT
HEAVY LIFT

BREAKBULK
& STEEL

WIND
ENERGY
COMPONENTS

DRY
BULK

EARTH
MOVING
EQUIPMENT
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Our international Chartering and Commercial Teams work
locally with customers to schedule and plan each shipment and
provide a 24/7 key account management, multilingual support
and transparency throughout every cargo shipment lifecycle.

Our operations, management systems and procedures are
accredited to the latest ISO standards and we employ the
finest personnel and real-time maritime software solutions to
ensure that every cargo entrusted to us is dealt with as
efficiently as possible.
AAL's office and network infrastructure is spread across the
world, with well-established local language offices strategically
located in all primary shipping hubs. These, in turn, are
supported by a comprehensive network of agencies - offering
additional local market expertise and commercial support.

Sector’s Finest
Engineers

We employ a team of top Marine Engineers to work
alongside our commercial, operations and customer service
teams. They design, plan and execute even the most difficult
operations with numerous 'firsts' and award-winning
multipurpose shipping solutions to their credit.
Their extensive expertise in transporting all cargo types,
combined with their unparalleled knowledge of our fleets'
stowage and lifting capabilities, allows them to push boundaries
and explore opportunities for time and cost efficiencies
within the confines of optimum crew and cargo safety.

End-To-End
Operations Control

Each sailing is monitored closely by our Operations
Department. The problem-solving and project management
expertise that the team delivers is essential to optimising
sailing efficiencies. They are also primary conduit between
our land-based operations and crews - themselves highly
trained and hand-picked from leading academies
worldwide. The Masters and Officers that serve our fleet
comprise some of the most experienced in the sector and
are committed to following their voyage instructions, whilst
adhering to a strict ‘zero harm, zero damage’ policy.

FLOATING
CARGO

We add significant value to our customers’ businesses through the highest
levels of trust, efficiency and assurance in the MPP shipping sector.
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